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ABSTRACT
The Sesame environment provides modeling and simulation methods and tools for the efficient design space exploration of heterogeneous embedded multimedia systems. In this paper we describe the
Sesame software system and demonstrate its capabilities using several examples. We show that Sesame significantly reduces model
construction time through the use of modeling component libraries,
hierarchy, and advanced model structure description features.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Modern embedded systems, like those for media and signal processing, increasingly have a heterogeneous system architecture consisting of components in the range from fully programmable processor cores to dedicated hardware components. These systems often provide a high degree of programmability as they need to target
a range of applications with varying demands. Such characteristics
greatly complicate the system design, making it more important to
have good tools available for exploring different design choices at
early design stages.
In the context of the Artemis project [14], we are developing an
architecture workbench which provides modeling and simulation
methods and tools for efficient design space exploration of heterogeneous embedded multimedia systems. This workbench allows
for rapid performance evaluation of different architecture designs,
application to architecture mappings, and hardware/software partitionings at multiple levels of abstraction and for a wide range of
multimedia applications.
This paper presents an overview of the software infrastructure of
our prototype modeling and simulation environment, called Sesame
[15, 16], which is currently being developed in the Artemis project.
More specifically, we will discuss the tools and language support
provided by Sesame and explain how they facilitate efficient performance evaluation of embedded (media) systems.
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
shortly introduces Sesame and discusses its global infrastructure.
In Section 3, we present the Y-chart Modeling Language (YML)
which is used for describing the structure of application and architecture models in Sesame. Section 4 discusses the tools for application modeling and for executing these models, while Section 5
describes the framework for architecture modeling and simulation.
Section 6 describes how application events are mapped onto architecture components. Work related to Sesame is discussed in Section 7. In Section 8, we present some results we have achieved
with Sesame and briefly describe future work. Finally section 9
concludes the paper.

2. THE SESAME ENVIRONMENT
The Sesame modeling and simulation environment [15, 16] facilitates the performance analysis of embedded systems architectures
in a way that directly reflects the Y-chart design approach [10].
In Y-chart based design, a designer studies the target applications,
makes some initial calculations, and proposes an architecture. The
performance of this architecture is then quantitatively evaluated and
compared against alternative architectures. For such performance
analysis, each application is mapped onto the architecture under
investigation and the performance of each application-architecture
combination is evaluated. The resulting performance numbers may
inspire the designer to improve the architecture, restructure the application(s) or modify the mapping between the two.
In accordance to the Y-chart approach, Sesame recognizes separate application and architecture models within a system simulation. An application model describes the functional behavior of
an application, including both computation and communication behavior. The architecture model defines architecture resources and
captures their performance constraints. Essential in this modeling methodology is that an application model remains independent
from architectural specifics, assumptions on hardware/software partitioning, and timing characteristics. As a result, a single application model can be used to exercise different hardware/software partitionings and can be mapped onto a range of architecture models,
possibly representing different system architectures or simply modeling the same system architecture at various levels of abstraction.
After explicitly mapping an application model onto an architecture
model, they are co-simulated via trace-driven simulation and the
performance is measured.
We divide Sesame into three layers: application, mapping, and
architecture. All three follow the same component based design.
Each layer has a set of components which can be instantiated and
connected using YML files. This allows for reuse of code and the
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Node elements represent components within a simulation model.
In Sesame these components are application model processes or
architecture model components. From YML’s perspective it does
not matter what the node represents. It is up to the simulator to
interpret the meaning. Node elements require a name attribute and
optionally a class attribute. Names must be unique in a network
and serve as the node’s identifier. The class attribute is used by
simulators to designate the node type. For example in our application simulator, the class attribute defines a node to be a C, C++,
or Java process.

port
Port elements provide connection points for nodes and networks.
They require both a name and dir or direction attribute. Port
names must be unique within a node or network. The dir attribute
can contain the values in, out, or both. If it is omitted, then
both is assumed.

link
Figure 1: The three layers within Sesame: the application
model layer, the architecture model layer, and the mapping
layer.

flexibility to easily manipulate the model based on performance
results as dictated by the Y-Chart methodology. The layered infrastructure of Sesame is shown in Figure 1. In the remainder of this
paper, each of the layers will be discussed in more detail.

Link elements connect ports. They require object1, port1,
object2, and port2 attributes. Object attributes identify the
name of a node or subnetwork in the current network. The special
keyword this can be used to specify the current network itself.
The attributes object1 and object2 can never both contain the
value this. This requirement removes the possibility of link cycles. Port attributes name the port of the specified object to which
the link is connected.

network

3.

Y-CHART MODELING LANGUAGE (YML)

Implementing the Y-chart methodology requires a software system in which designers can quickly create and change simulation
models. Sesame was developed to facilitate such rapid construction
through the use of libraries of pre-built simulation components. In
order to enable quick modification a flexible description format for
the interconnection of these simulation components is required.
Research into the glue or structure of the simulation models,
yielded a number of requirements. First, structural descriptions
should be simple keeping features at a minimum. Second, structural descriptions must support hierarchy such that complex models may be viewed and used as easily as basic components. Third,
we required support for the simplification of repetitive model structures. For example, a large lattice of switches in a network should
not require a structural description directly proportional in size to
the number of nodes in the network. Finally, to maintain flexibility,
changes in model structure should not require changes to modeling
components.
YML, or Y-Chart Modeling Language, is based on XML. Using
XML was attractive because of its simplicity, flexibility, and wide
programming language support. XML files naturally describe trees
so it is easy to support hierarchy. The remainder of this section
is an overview of YML which should demonstrate its simplicity
and ability to reduce repetitive structures. A working knowledge of
XML is assumed. For information about XML see [4].
YML describes simulation models as directed graphs. The basic
elements of YML are link, node, network, property, and
doc. YML containing only these elements is called flat YML. In
addition, the elements script and set were added to simplify
description of complicated structures. The extended (i.e., non-flat)
YML can be translated to flat YML by running it through our YML
preprocessor. Each of these YML elements is described below.

Network elements encapsulate graphs of nodes and links, and may
contain subnetworks which provide hierarchy in model descriptions. Network elements require a name and optionally a class
attribute. These attributes are used in the same manner as in node
elements. The YML fragment shown in Figure 3 illustrates the
aforementioned YML elements as it describes the process network
depicted in Figure 2.

property
Property elements add information to YML objects. They generally are specific to a simulator. A port, for example, may have a
type property which designates the datatype used for communication. Property elements require a name and value attribute.
Some example properties follow.
<property
<property
<property
<property

name="operation:add" value="0"/>
name="operation:sub" value="1"/>
name="input" value="input.dat"/>
name="position" value="54,72"/>

This ends the flat-YML elements which are the basic building
blocks of YML. The next two, more complicated, elements were
introduced to reduce the size and increase the flexibility of YML
descriptions.

script
The script element may be used to create dynamic YML. Currently, Perl is supported as a scripting language, but any scripting
language for which a YML Interpreter interface has been written
can be used. The script element takes no attributes. The text
within a script element will be processed by the script interpreter in the order it appears in the YML file. YML attributes in
name, class, or value elements that begin with a ’$’ are evaluated as variables within the current context of the interpreter. At
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Figure 2: A process network example.
<network name="net0" class="KPN">
<network name="net1" class="KPN">
<port name="port0" dir="out"/>
<node name="process0" class="CPPProcess">
<port name="port0" dir="out"/>
</node>
<node name="process1" class="CPPProcess">
<port name="port0" dir="out"/>
<port name="port1" dir="in"/>
</node>
<link object1="process0" port1="port0"
object2="process1" port2="port1"/>
<link object1="this" port1="port0"
object2="process1" port2="port0"/>
</network>
<node name="process2" class="CPPProcess">
<port name="port0" dir="in"/>
</node>
<link object1="net1" port1="port0"
object2="process2" port2="port0"/>
</network>

Figure 3: YML description of process network in Figure 2.
this point we do not have a good method for providing scope within
Perl so users must be aware that all variables are global. This can
be especially tricky when including external entities which contain
a script as it is not immediately obvious which variables are modified by the included entity. An example is given together with the
set example below.

set
Set elements further simplify the description of complex network
structures by providing a for-loop like construct for the definition of
YML structures. The set element requires three attributes init,
cond, and loop whose values are interpreted as script. init
is evaluated once at the beginning of the set processing. cond
is evaluated at the beginning of every iteration of set processing.
The value of cond is interpreted as a boolean. When it is false
or 0 set processing stops. loop is evaluated once at the end of
each iteration. When the following example YML is processed,
five nodes named ’node0’ through ’node4’ will be created, each
with a port named ’port0’.
<set init="$i = 0" cond="$i &lt; 5"
<script>
$nodename="node$i";
</script>
<node name="$nodename" class="">
<port name="port0" dir="out"/>
</node>
</set>

loop="$i++">

YML also benefits fully from the underlying XML language.
Using XML parameter entities, YML libraries can be created. With
library support and network hierarchy, model component and model
component descriptions can be reused. In combination with the
scripting feature, external entities can act as templates for complex
structures. In Section 5, we describe how such templates are of
great importance to flexible architectural modeling.
YML is a general purpose model description language and can
be easily interfaced to any existing simulation tool either by translating YML to native description languages or by a direct interface
to a simulator’s internal data structures. Direct interfacing can be
achieved using existing XML parsers alone or with assistance from
YML programming interfaces.

4. THE APPLICATION LAYER
We model application behavior using Kahn process networks
(KPNs), because they expose application parallelism, make communication explicit, and execute deterministicly [9]. It was previously shown in Section 3 how process networks are described in
YML. To execute Kahn application models, we implemented (in
C++) a runtime system called PNRunner or Process Network Runner. This system does not directly name Kahn because it has been
designed to allow for the addition of new interconnection classes
that implement rules of other process network models which we
may wish to support in the future. PNRunner reads a YML process
network description and executes the described application model.
The core of PNRunner is not concerned with how, where, or in what
language processes are run. This is abstracted away through process loader classes. Processes may consist of C, C++, Java code,
or even run on a remote machine. PNRunner also makes no assumptions about the type of data communicated between processes.
From the internal view of PNRunner, communications consist of
blocks of byte data. It is up to specific process loaders and the
processes themselves to interpret the data. The class attribute of
YML node elements tells PNRunner which process loader to use.
Currently, our main process loader is a C++ class loader which
supports part of the YAPI interface [7]. YAPI was developed at
Philips Research for application modeling with KPNs. YAPI describes KPNs completely in C++ and therefore specifies the network structure implicit in the source code. It also provides applications with threading support and inter-process communication
primitives. YAPI’s implicit description of process network structure is redundant when using YML and therefore not supported in
PNRunner. Sesame includes tools which ease conversion of YAPI
applications to PNRunner applications.
Our C++ process loader recognizes a few special YML properties. Most importantly, the library and class properties tell
the loader which shared library contains the process code and the
name of the class in that library which implements the process. In
support of the YAPI interface, which passes process parameters via
the process constructor, we have two additional properties, namely
carg and arg. carg’s are constructor arguments and arg’s are
general arguments which can either be used in the constructor arguments or accessed by the process directly. arg’s are passed at
runtime unlike carg’s which are fixed at compile time. Process
classes are loaded via a generated stub. We have a separate tool to
generate this stub code from YML descriptions. The following is a
YML process description of a Video-Out application model process
which originates from a M(otion)-JPEG application we studied in
[15]. The corresponding auto-generated stub code follows.

<node name="Video_Out" class="CPP_Process">
<property name="library"
value="libmjpeg.so"/>
<property name="class" value="Video_out"/>
<port name="FrameSize" dir="in">
<property name="type" value="TFrameSize"/>
</port>
<port name="PacketFlag" dir="in">
<property name="type" value="TPacketFlag"/>
</port>
<port name="BitStream" dir="in">
<property name="type"
value="TBitStreamPacket"/>
</port>
<port name="TablesInfo" dir="in">
<property name="type" value="TTablesInfo"/>
</port>
<property name="carg"
value="std::string(argv[1])"/>
<property name="arg" value="image"/>
</node>
extern "C" Process *M_JPEG_Video_Out_loader(
CPPProcessLoader *loader, int argc, char *argv[])
{
Process *process = new Video_out(
*(new Id("M_JPEG_Video_Out", NULL)),
*(new Reader<TFrameSize>(loader,
"FrameSize")),
*(new Reader<TPacketFlag>(loader,
"PacketFlag")),
*(new Reader<TBitStreamPacket> (loader,
"BitStream")),
*(new Reader<TTablesInfo>(loader,
"TablesInfo")),
std::string(argv[1]));
process->setArgs(argc, argv);
return process;
}

As can be seen above, the Video out process (as are all PNRunner C++ processes) is derived from the parent class Process
giving it a common interface. The above example also shows another PNRunner YML property, namely the type port property.
Like in YAPI, our interface uses C++ templated ports to control the
datatype of transmitted data. If a link connects two ports of differing type, then an error will be generated. In the above example,
the C++ process loader calls the M JPEG Video Out loader
function to get a pointer to a newly created Video out process.
Application simulations can be analyzed in isolation, but PNRunner also supports the mapping of an application model onto
an architecture model by providing processes with a trace-event
API. The specific process loaders define exactly how processes access this interface. Communication trace events are automatically
generated by PNRunner as data is read and written to process network communication channels. Processes must however explicitly
signal execution events. To this end, our C++ interface uses the
YAPI approach. Running processes can emit execution trace events
by calling the function execute(char *) and passing a string
representing the execution event. Currently, PNRunner can output trace-event streams to files which, in UNIX systems, may be
special files such as named pipes. More output options, such as a
shared memory interface, will be considered as future work.

easy construction of (abstract) architecture models and fast simulation. It has a C-like syntax with a few additional primitives for
simulation purposes. Architectures are modeled as communicating
components (i.e., Pearl objects). Communication between components is performed using the special Pearl primitives ’!’ (synchronous communication) and ’!!’ (asynchronous communication).
The Pearl runtime system accounts for simulated time implicitly as
components block for communication events or explicitly as they
model computation with the blockt primitive which blocks on
the simulation clock.
To illustrate some of Pearl’s primitives and to demonstrate the
ease of modeling in Pearl, Figure 4 shows the code of a bus model.
This model was used in a study in which we mapped the aforementioned M-JPEG application model onto a shared-memory multiprocessor architecture model [15]. The model simulates bus transactions at the granularity of message transfers of abstract data types.
As Pearl is an object-based language and architecture components
are modeled by objects, the code shown in Figure 4 embodies the
class of bus objects.
The bus object has two object variables, mem and setup. These
variables are initialized at the beginning of the simulation, and
more specifically, at the instantiation of a bus object. The mem
variable references the memory object that is connected to the bus,
while the setup time of a connection on the bus is specified by
setup. A bus object has two functions: load and store. The
store function is not shown here since it is identical to the load
function. The bus object uses the blockt() primitive to wait for
setup time units in order to account for the connection setup latency. The statement “mem ! load(nbytes, address)”
calls the load function of the memory object mem by sending it
a synchronous message. Since it is synchronous the bus has to
wait until the memory has explicitly returned a reply message. The
latter is done by the reply() primitive. In our example, the synchronous message passing also causes the virtual clock to advance
in time, because the memory object accounts for the time it takes to
retrieve the requested data before replying to the bus. After having
received a reply from the memory object, the bus itself executes a
reply() to return control to one of the processor objects (which
are connected to the bus object) that has called the load function.
At the bottom of Figure 4 is the main loop of the object which does
nothing until either the load or store function is called (by one
of the processor objects). We note that this bus model does not
explicitly model bus arbitration. Instead, it uses Pearl’s internal
scheduling, which applies a FCFS strategy to incoming function

class bus
mem
: memory
setup : integer
load : (nbytes:integer, address:integer)->void
{
blockt( setup );
mem ! load(nbytes, address);
reply();
}
// [ store function is omitted ]

5.

THE ARCHITECTURE LAYER

The Sesame architecture models, which simulate the timing consequences of the events generated by an application model, are implemented in the Pearl1 discrete-event simulation language [13].
This is a small but powerful object-based language which provides
1

Not to be confused with Perl the scripting language

{
while(true) {
block(load, store);
};
}

Figure 4: Pearl code for a bus object.

6.

THE MAPPING LAYER

The mapping layer (see Figure 1) maps the event traces generated by the Kahn processes in an application model onto the resources in the architecture model. In addition, it maps the Kahn
communication channels onto communication resources at the architecture level. For example, in Figure 1, one Kahn channel is
mapped onto a point-to-point FIFO channel between processors 1
and 2, while the other Kahn channel is mapped onto a buffer in
shared memory. The mapping of Kahn processes and channels onto
components in the architecture model is described in YML and is
thus freely adjustable.
As can be seen from Figure 1, it is possible to map multiple Kahn
processes onto a single architecture component (e.g., in the case of
a programmable component). Such mappings require the events
from the event traces that are mapped onto the same architecture
resource to be scheduled. This scheduling is also performed by
the mapping layer. A detailed explanation of how this is done is
beyond the scope of this paper. The interested reader is referred to
[15, 16] for more information on Sesame’s mapping layer.

7.

RELATED WORK

There are a number of exploration environments, such as VCC
[1], Polis [3] and eArchitect [2], that facilitate flexible system-level
design space exploration by providing support for mapping a behavioral application specification to an architecture specification.
Within the Sesame project, which builds upon the ground-laying
work of Spade [12], we try to push the separation of modeling
application behavior and modeling architectural constraints at the
system level to even greater extents. To this end, we apply tracedriven co-simulation of application and architecture models. As
was shown in [15], this leads to efficient exploration of different
design alternatives while also yielding a high degree of reusability.
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calls for the bus object. Nevertheless, an arbiter component which
implements other strategies than FCFS can be added to the model
with relative ease.
The Pearl environment also provides a basic framework for postmortem analysis of the simulation results. To this end, it keeps
track of five different types of statistical information: utilization
(idle/busy times of objects), contention (busy objects with pending messages), profiling (time spent in object functions), call graph
analysis (critical path analysis), and average bandwidth between
objects. In addition, Pearl provides run-time visualization features
which aid the user in pinpointing performance problems, such as
resource contention, during simulation.
Pearl is an excellent example of how an existing simulator can
be integrated into Sesame via YML. Pearl uses its own language
for describing architecture component interconnections. One integration option would have been to create a translator from YML to
Pearl’s native structure description language. But since the source
code was readily available we choose to interface the Pearl runtime’s internal data structures directly to YML and replaced Pearl’s
old structure descriptions with YML. This gives Pearl a lot of additional power. Using scripting we have, for example, described
generic architecture models of crossbar and omega switches which
can be scaled to any size using a simple parameter. Another example of the power of YML can be seen in a study we conducted
on refinement of architecture processor models for modeling intratask parallelism [16]. To this end, a processor model was divided
into several functional units and a control unit. For this refinement,
we simply made one template of the refined processor and used
instances of it in a parallel architecture.
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C

Figure 5: Overview of Sesame software.

Additional, there are a multitude of projects involved in application modeling. The Ptolemy project [5] implements many types
of application models including Kahn process networks. In [6]
specialized Kahn process networks called MPPNs (multi-periodic
process networks) are used to model applications and the synchronizations between communicating processes. In Sesame we separate application and synchronization models. Synchronizations
are modeled in the mapping layer [15]. We believe this separation makes the application model more reusable, because it does
not depend on architectural details such as buffer sizes.
In the area of model structure description, MOML [11] of the
Ptolemy project takes an approach similar to YML by describing models as graphs using XML trees. However, MOML and
YML differ in a number of aspects. MOML targets general application simulation whereas YML specifically aims for the Y-Chart
methodology. This will be more apparent with YML’s next release
which will provide direct support for the description of application model to architecture model mappings. YML stresses simple
model descriptions including the succinct description of repetitive
structures and therefore provides dynamic scripting features not
found in MOML. MOML also delegates its inter-process communications through relation entities (a form of the mediator design pattern) to better support the heterogeneous application
models (e.g. mixing Kahn and state machines in one model) of the
Ptolemy project. YML connects processes directly. In Sesame a
communication mediator such as the relation entity would
only clutter model descriptions without gain, because we use only
homogeneous application models (KPNs).

8. DISCUSSION & FUTURE WORK
Figure 5 shows an overview of the Sesame software system. The
simulation development environment is not entirely complete. We
plan several new features which will make it easier to use and expand functionality. For example, a graphical editor which will allow the user to view and edit YML files as graphs of nodes is already underway.
One of the trickiest tasks we have found in simulation development with the current Sesame system is mapping the application
traces to the architecture components correctly. In theory, this is a
rather simple problem, but in practice it is a cumbersome task as it
requires that sometimes large numbers of port, process, and hardware component identifiers match up correctly in the event traces.
Future enhancements to YML will remove this problem via a YML
mapping description. In addition, this mapping description will be
used to automatically generate the required mapping layer for a
particular system simulation. The user’s task will then be reduced
from manually creating the mapping layer to simply writing a YML

mapping description.
As a practical example of Sesame’s effectiveness, we performed
a number of case studies. In [15], we studied an M-JPEG application. Here we conducted experiments with a shared-memory multiprocessor architecture model. For this architecture, we evaluated
different hardware-software partitionings, application to architecture mappings, processor speeds, and interconnect structures: bus,
crossbar, and omega networks. With the Sesame software system,
all this work including the application and architecture modeling,
took less than one person-month.
Moreover, in [16], we studied different instances of the wellknown QR decomposition application. For this case study, we used
QR application models that were also translated into VHDL [8].
This gave us the unique opportunity to compare our simulated performance measures to a real hardware implementation on an FPGA.
The five different instances of the QR application we studied each
expose a different degree of task parallelism. Our initial abstract
architecture model yielded performance estimates that were on average 36% off with respect to the FPGA implementation. Following the Y-Chart design methodology, we refined our processor architecture model into several functional units and a control unit to
better represent the FPGA implementation. As a result, we were
able to come within 3.5% average case and 4.7% worst case of the
FPGA performance results. This was done with less than 400 lines
of Pearl code and around 400 lines of YML to describe both architecture and application models. It took Sesame about 16 seconds
on a 333Mhz Sun Ultra 10 to perform the architecture simulations
for all five application model instances in a batch.

9.

CONCLUSION

With increasingly heterogeneous architectures and larger numbers of applications to support, embedded-systems tools like Sesame
have become necessary to manage the complexity of design space
exploration. With the Sesame software system we have created an
embedded system co-simulation environment enabling developers
to follow the Y-Chart design methodology. Changes can be made
and the performance results evaluated quickly giving the designer
more freedom to explore and discover an optimum design.
In this paper we have described the Sesame software system and
demonstrated its effectiveness in modeling and simulating heterogeneous embedded multimedia system. We will continue to use
Sesame as a vehicle for future research and to make this tool available for embedded system designers and researchers in the field.
See http://sesamesim.sourceforge.net/ for the most up-to-date information regarding the Sesame project.
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